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Curriculum Vitae (1953-2019)                                              
Igor Stepanovich Makarov                                                 

      (b. 18.08.1935, Moscow)

1953-1958 Student of the Moscow Institute of Communications. Graduation with honor. In 1957 I 
marry to a student of the same institute; however in 1961 my wife, Jana Makarova, dies after a long 
disease.

1958-1960 Engineer at the Research Department of the above Institute (the Chair of Magnetic 
Recording). 

1961-1964 Post-graduate student of the above Institute. I defend the dissertation, "Investigation of  
the Methods of Efficient Digital Magnetic Recording", and is conferred the degree of The Candi-
date of Engineering Sciences (approximately equivalent to the PhD in Technology). 

1964-1976 Senior Researcher at the Research Institute of Radio (Moscow). I am engaged in R&D 
of digital relay systems. I develop two projects of highly efficient systems but, because of a kind of 
mismanagement on the part of the administration and the lack of resources, I am deprived of 
conditions to complete the projects and eventually leave the research department. In 1964 I marry 
for the second time, but the marriage proves unsuccessful and in three years we divorce leaving a 
daughter, Olga Makarova (b.1966).  

1976-1984 Leading Engineer at the Department of Scientific and Engineering Information of the 
above Institute. 

1984-1992 Engineer. Miscellaneous firms dealing with electronics. In July 1992 I immigrate in 
Israel.  I have got over fifteen works published in scientific journals and one invention. 

My Independent 
Research in Physics and Humanities 

1968-2005 Late in the 60s, independently of my official work, I started my own research in Systems 
Theory which gradually involved Theoretical Physics and Philosophy and eventually yielded results 
of fundamental significance for physics. 

1996-2006 I travel across Europe (Britain, France, Germany, Austria, Bulgaria), live for two years 
in Canada, proceeding whenever possible with my research and eventually returning to Israel, with 
my research significantly developed. I manage to publish several parts of the research in the Indian 
Journal of Theoretical Physics (1996-2005, Calcutta). 

2006 - August 2007 I live for a year in Britain (Greater Manchester). In July 2007 I print and bind 
with my own hands two books with my research in physics, “ A Theory of Ether Generating 
Matter” and “A Theory of Ether, Particles and Atoms”, and donate them to academies and libraries 
of some Western countries. In August 2007 I return to Israel. 

August 2007-2009 The Ministry of Immigration provide me with a social accommodation in a 
hostel (51 Hativat Carmeli, Haifa 32629, Israel) with a special regime formally prohibiting any 
activity except 'simple living' and not guaranteeing common security – actually a concentration 
camp controlled thoroughly by Russian agents, the only place really available for me in Israel.  I 
register my above research at the Copyright Office. In March 2009 I print privately a hundred 
copies of the second, corrected edition of the second of the above mentioned books. In November 
2009 I visit Amsterdam and distribute dozens of the book copies to universities and institutions the 
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world over, on top of the electronic version of the book sent to them earlier. 

2010-2012  I correct the second edition of the book. I set up my own website, The Reform Science 
Center, http://www.reformscience.org, with an Archive at http://www.keepandshare.com, and 
publish my research online. I write three articles, “Reforming Modern Science by Metascience”, 
“The Logical Framework of Economics” and “The Science of Politics”, and publish them online. 
I write a small book, “ Reform of Modern Science. Politics. Economics”, which gives the true 
interpretation of the General Systems Theory; I publish it online and with the  Amazon company. 
All my efforts are now directed towards turning my above virtual organization into an international 
NGO aimed at reforming modern science on a broad scale; but my real living conditions seem to 
have made those efforts futile.  

2013  I make a trip to Berlin trying to get support to my scientific activities from some left organi-
zations and institutions but so far without any effect. 

2014  I complete a small textbook for universities, titled “Introduction to Theoretical  
Astrophysics”, and publish it online and with the Amazon company.

2015 July I visit Zurich (the Hotel X-Tra) to open possibly a bank account there, but with no effect. 
Then I fly to Brussels (the Bedford Hotel & Congress Centre, 25-29.07.15) in attempt to visit the 
Science Europe Foundation Office and get support for my mission, but with no effect again. On 
July 31 I return to Tel Aviv, my suitcase lost, then found and delivered to me on August 31. 

2015 October  I visit Zurich again (the Hotel Senator, 26.10.15-11.11.15 ). I make proposals of 
cooperation to the UZH and ETH Zurich universities, but with no effect. I donate my three books to 
the library of the ETH Zurich. I explain all my above failures by the conspiracy against me initiated 
by Russian agents and supported by their counterparts in Israel and some European countries.

2015 November For three days (November 11-14) I stay in Paris (the Hotel des Arenas) in attempt 
to visit UNESCO and get support for my mission, but there is an international conference and I am 
able only to hand my three books to the UNESCO librarian. Then I send the same books also to the 
British Library (13.11.15). On November 14, the day of terror attacks in Paris, panic and flights 
delay, I lose my laptop at the CDG-1 airport. Unaware of that for some time, I return to Zurich and 
stay there until 18.11.15 waiting for the plane. Then I return to Tel Aviv and apply to Paris for my 
laptop which is soon found.  I make the contract with the Baggage Du Monde company and pay 150 
euro for the delivery of my computer to me in Israel. However, the UPS company, controlled in 
Israel by Russian agents, gets to know my problem, easily intercepts the delivery and, under a false 
pretense, refuses to complete it. In some days the computer disappears and the UPS refuses to 
respond to my alarm calls. Thus the UPS company has actually stolen my computer with all the 
materials of my almost 40-year-long research. I apply for help to the Security, the Police in Haifa, 
Prime Minister of Israel, the Knesset, the Supreme Court of Justice, even to the UN, but in vain. 
The schedule of the delivery can still be seen on the website: http://www.ups.com, its tracking 
number: 1ZV198V60498357324.  

2016 I apply for participation to some international conferences in physics in Europe and the USA. 
Meanwhile I write some articles and comments in politics and publish them online.  

2017  June 18 I take a trip to Stockholm to discuss the rejection of my participation at the July 
Cosmology conference at the Nordita Institute. After the failure with the conference, I nevertheless 
apply for asylum in Sweden, just to have more time to make contacts with scientific, political and 
social organizations in Sweden and beyond and thus gain possibly support for my mission. 
However, August 10-15, I am sent by the migration service to the South and finally placed in a 

http://www.reformscience.org/
http://www.ups.com/
http://www.keepandshare.com/
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special hotel near Goteborg, with a good food service but absolutely with no prospect for my life in 
Sweden, to say nothing of my mission. 

In Goteborg, I try to make contacts with the Goteborg University, the City Hall and the local 
Culture Center, but all in vain.  On top of that, September 25, the Hapoalim Bank in Israel blocks 
my Master debit card leaving me only with a little amount of money in my asylum card. Trying 
desperately to get some progress, I apply to the Swedish Migration Court, October 18: 
http://kvisit.com/Sz5f1Aw, but also in vain.  

Having received  a suspicious letter from a local police station, November 9, I take some of my 
things, get on the train and, with some coins in my pocket, bread and cheese, thanks to a kind nature 
of  the train team, return to Stockholm. The same day I appeal for help to the Migration agency but 
they end my asylum procedure and deny me any help. I spend the night in the street and November 
10 (Thursday) apply for help to the Israel Embassy but in vain as well. To survive that night, I walk 
across the city to find the ambiguous social service. With some help from pedestrians, I find the 
service and, after some negotiation, they let me spend the night in some good room. In the morning 
a social worker brings me a cup of tea and sends me to a hotel in the city, where I stay for five days, 
contact the Border Police and, with their good help, personally with the help of Mr. Stephan 
Knopf's, November 17, I return to Israel.

It is necessary to add that a social police officer detected my phone number, that I had used for five 
months in Sweden,  to be wrong. I think it would have been absolutely impossible for me to make 
such a mistake: I was provided perhaps with a specially prepared false SIM-card or it was perhaps 
secretly modified remotely. Indeed, I suspected some defect in my phone before and when once I 
tested it with the help of a security officer, it worked well. So that was one of the numerous tricks 
by the local Swedish security.          

Analyzing my past and present experience concerning my efforts to get my research works 
recognized officially and to get support to my current mission, I cannot help but conclude that, most 
likely, Russian security agents have contracted a conspiracy against me with their counterparts in 
Europe and Israel, capitalizing on the present ideological crisis and the corruption of scientific 
institutions, after which all my efforts in Europe and Israel became doomed.
 
2018 May-June . On  May 27, I visited Athens to take part in the ATINER International Conference 
in Philosophy (Hotel Titania).   On May 28, at about 12:00 (Session V) I made a report (20 min), 
titled “Reform Science: Its Logic and Structure”, with slides.  There was no much discussion. The 
audience was 15-20 persons. The abstract of my report can be seen in the ATINER Book of 
Abstracts (Philosophy 2018) online: www,atiner.gr/philosophy; 2018,  page 33.  The respective 
article with the same title, was submitted to the conference on May 25: http://kvisit.com/SuND1Aw 
On May 29, 9:30, I visited Dr. Gregory Papanikos, President of the ATINER, at his Office, 
Valoritou 8, and debated with him the prospect of cooperation in the wake of my research and my 
mission. He promised to send me his decision in a month. It was only on May 30 at the airport on 
the way back to Israel did I find my documents and money (my Passport, Immigration Passport, old 
Passport, and about 150 Euro) having been stolen, supposedly at the above conference hotel. With 
the help of the Border Police I received an official document confirming that fact and managed to 
return to Israel.  On May 31, I visited the Ministry of Immigration and the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of Israel to restore my above documents. On July 3, I received new, now biometric, 
documents (Passport and ID card) of a very poor quality and with my deliberately distorted 
signature. The same month, for that deliberate distortion of my documents, I appealed to the 
Supreme Court of Justice of Israel but in vain.
        
June 2, 2018, I sent a letter to the UN Security Council proposing an international conference to 

http://kvisit.com/SuND1Aw
http://kvisit.com/Sz5f1Aw
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change the present organization of global management with a new order suggested by my research,
 http://kvisit.com/S9tX1Aw.   

2019. My proposals to present orally my revolutionary research in physics at the conferences 
ICNFP-19 in Greece and NPA-19 in Germany were rejected,  traditionally without any argument. 

2020, January-April. 
    A strange leap-year. A number of easy-available, suspicious conferences in physics in Europe and 
world over without some traditional issues: time-slots, publications, international advisers, dead-
lines for submission, etc., sponsored by Physics Journals, not a single university. I have submitted 
my abstracts to some of them but the Corona-virus confused all plans. 
    At the same time, situation at my hostel, 512/51 Hativat Carmeli Street, 32629 Haifa, Israel, is 
growing sinister: local people control all my banks and threaten to deprive me of everything. There 
is no government in the country which to apply for help. No reliable email channel. No comments 
in the Youtube.com. No responses to my numeral letters to Ukraine and other countries, including 
UN , UNESCO, ICTP. Everything is intercepted by local Russian fascists. 
    I wrote some remarks on the Covid-19 to estimate the Corona-virus as a socially useful event. 
Passover  gifts by volunteers. I was invited to submit my abstract for an EPSA political conference 
in Prague, June 2020, but in two months my abstract, concerning political science and international 
relations, was rejected without explanation. I suspect interference by Russian fascists. 
   I wrote a political proposal to Rinat Akhmetov to improve situation in Ukraine and then in Russia, 
but there has been no response.  

My latest experience and conclusions

With my latest quarter-of-century experience, I may conclude that these two mafia-fascist countries, 
Russia and Israel, seem to present the main threat to civilization. For over 27 years, since my 
immigrration in Israel, July 1992, they have kept me in a thorough communication isolation, 
preventing me from getting any live contacts and discussions concerning my scientific works. When 
I happened to go abroad, the Russian and Israel security dragged the local counterparts into their 
conspiracy against me. They spied my computers, stole and spoiled my electronics, blocking all 
channels of communications.  Whenever possible, they tried to undermine my living conditions, 
stealing my documents, interfering into my banks, financial and credit cards operations and 
fabricating false documents. They tried to falsify my photo and my signature. I suspect that my 
current Israel bio-documents, the ID-certificate and the Passport, have falsified my fingerprints. 
There is no such concept as Justice in Israel at all. There  is no Court in Israel deserving its name. 
There are only Jewish mafia laws here.

Now that my works, published online, have convinced the world scientific community of their vital 
importance for the destiny of civilization, the destiny of Russia, Ukraine and Israel, in particular, the 
Russian security-intelligence gang in Israel seems to have started planning resolute measures 
against me.  Indeed, after they had sabotaged my five-month-long efforts in Sweden to get support 
for my mission, May-October 2017, they undertook the following operations against me: 
 - during my participation at the ATINER philosophy conference in Athen, 27-30 May 2018, they 
managed to steal my Israel Passport along with some other documents and the money I had; when I 
nevertheless returned to Israel and applied to restore my stolen passport, the Israel Ministry of 
Interior in Haifa gave me a Bio-Passport with a falsified copy of my signature and a Bio-ID 
certificate with an unacceptable quality; I applied to the Israel Supreme Court of Justice on the 
deliberate fabrication of my Israel documents but in vain; 
 - in April 2020, one of the above stolen documents was returned to me, but not the passport; so the 
gang plans perhaps to use my former Israel passport in their future operations with some my double;
 - recently, when the gang prevented me from purchasing some Oxford University online service, I 

http://kvisit.com/S9tX1Aw
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had to cancel my compromised international debit VISA card and ordered a new one, but so far they 
have prevented me from receiving it; so that fascist gang has been treating me like a prisoner in 
Israel; no wonder that my recent application to the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities 
(http://kvisit.com/SuI_3Aw)  has not been responded yet; there is a strong doubt it will be 
responded at all, because that would be dangerous for this ultra-nationalistic ghetto state.     

My online works, documents and letters  
My scientific works online:
Archive-Science 
Relevant works: http://kvisit.com/SidnFAw 
TEPA: text:http://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ; cover: https://kvisit.com/S2-uZAQ 
Abstract TEPA: http://kvisit.com/SgfD0Aw 
TEPA-A4, odt (Private folder): http://kvisit.com/S6_v2Aw 
TEPA-A4, PDF(Private folder, 19.09.2019): http://kvisit.com/S74n3Aw 
Article IJAMTP, 29.08.19: http://kvisit.com/SjYT3Aw 
Article IOP-1, 11.09.19: http://kvisit.com/S14f3Aw 
Article IOP-2, 11.09.19: http://kvisit.com/S2lf3Aw  
Abstract New Methods: http://kvisit.com/ShZO9AQ 
Abstract. Logic &   Applications: http://kvisit.com/S87aaAw 
Abstract. Politics & applications: http://kvisit.com/SroqwAw 
Abstract. Science of Geopolitics, 14,03.20:  http://kvisit.com/Swr73Aw 
Astro-text: http://kvisit.com/SoPadAw; cover: http://kvisit.com/SyYWeAw.  
Economics: http://kvisit.com/SptPJAQ 
Global Governance: http://kvisit.com/S8rukAw 
Reform of Modern Science: text: http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ; cover: http://kvisit.com/St6zYAQ. 
Reforming science by metascience: http://kvisit.com/S98a2AQ 
Science of Politics: http://kvisit.com/ShdDFAQ
New Ukraine: http://kvisit.com/S0onRAw 
RSFSR: http://kvisit.com/SqavLAw 
USSR: http://kvisit.com/SjMLHAw   
Resurrection: http://kvisit.com/S65zHAw   
Marxism-21: http://kvisit.com/Sztq9Aw
Marxism-21R: http://kvisit.com/SwfjzAw
Regional Appeal: http://kvisit.com/S_OLaAw 
RFA Task, 5. 07.16:   http://kvisit.com/SjdPzAw 
Putin and Problem, 18.08.16: http://kvisit.com/S8-nzAw 
To RF citizens: http://kvisit.com/Swq3zAw 
Socialist Manifesto, 17.11.16:  http://kvisit.com/S7pn0Aw 
Slide TEPA, 28.03.17:  http://kvisit.com/S1tj0Aw 
New Marxists of Europe (18.09.17): http://kvisit.com/SppT1Aw 
Igor S. Makarov. Introduction to Theoretical Astrophysics. Reform Science Center, 2014. Order: 
ISBN-13: 9 781495220876. Online text: http://kvisit.com/SoPadAw; its cover: 
http://kvisit.com/SqpCeAw   Atiner paper, 10.05.18:  http://kvisit.com/SuND1Aw 
Politics by Dialectics, 2.07.18: http://kvisit.com/SgN31Aw 
Chosen people, 24.07.18:  http://kvisit.com/SxeH1Aw 
Abstract. Particle Physics as System, 27.10.18: http://kvisit.com/Smvv1Aw   
Politics by Systems Theory, 8.01.19: http://kvisit.com/S35P2Aw   
Global Governance: http://kvisit.com/S8rukAw 
New Marxists of Russia (NMR-Russian) 6.06.19: https://kvisit.com/SxOv2Aw   

My letters and documents online:
Archive-Letters

http://kvisit.com/Smvv1Aw
http://kvisit.com/S8rukAw
http://kvisit.com/Smvv1Aw
http://kvisit.com/Smvv1Aw
http://kvisit.com/SuND1Aw
http://kvisit.com/SuND1Aw
http://kvisit.com/SuND1Aw
http://kvisit.com/SqpCeAw
http://kvisit.com/SoPadAw
http://kvisit.com/S7pn0Aw
http://kvisit.com/S7pn0Aw
http://kvisit.com/S7pn0Aw
http://kvisit.com/S_OLaAw
http://kvisit.com/S_OLaAw
http://kvisit.com/S_OLaAw
http://kvisit.com/S_OLaAw
http://kvisit.com/Sztq9Aw
http://kvisit.com/Sztq9Aw
http://kvisit.com/S65zHAw
http://kvisit.com/SjMLHAw
http://kvisit.com/SqavLAw
http://kvisit.com/S0onRAw
http://kvisit.com/ShDFAQ
http://kvisit.com/S98a2AQ
http://kvisit.com/St6zYAQ
http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ
http://kvisit.com/S8rukAw
http://kvisit.com/SptPJAQ
http://kvisit.com/SyYWeAw
http://kvisit.com/SoPadAw
http://kvisit.com/SroqWAw
http://kvisit.com/SroqWAw
http://kvisit.com/S87aaAw
http://kvisit.com/ShZO9AQ
http://kvisit.com/S6_v2Aw
http://kvisit.com/S6_v2Aw
http://kvisit.com/S6_v2Aw
http://kvisit.com/S6_v2Aw
http://kvisit.com/S6_v2Aw
http://kvisit.com/S3sv0Aw
https://kvisit.com/S2-uZAQ
http://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ
http://kvisit.com/SidnFAw
http://kvisit.com/Sg_D0Aw
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BZ (Bagatz): http://kvisit.com/ShvTNAw 
Letter to Peres: http://kvisit.com/SmdzLAg 
Court-UPS: http://kvisit.com/StuDXAw 
OHCHR Appeal: http://kvisit.com/Sv-zhAQ 
Rivlin: http://kvisit.com/SvtfGAw 
Speaker of Knesset: http://kvisit.com/S-6WpAw 
Knesset-01.18: http://kvisit.com/S8LH1Aw 
To PM: http://kvisit.com/SjZ30Ag 
EJC Appeal: http://kvisit.com/StobbAw 
PM-2: http://kvisit.com/StpyWAw 
Abbas: http://kvisit.com/SzqfRAw 
John Kerry: http://kvisit.com/Sk5j2Ag 
PM-12.12.15: http://kvisit.com/S0eLWAw 
Trump letter, 5.03.17: http://kvisit.com/Swc_0Aw 
EuroCom 18.05.17: http://kvisit.com/S8ej0Aw 
To Fortov: http://kvisit.com/S0afEAw 
UNESCO Appeal: http://kvisit.com/SiuDbAw 
To RF citizens: http://kvisit.com/Swq3zAw 
Photo, June 2016: http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw 
Autobiography: http://kvisit.com/SlffAAQ 
ETH Zurich: http://kvisit.com/S2M3SAw 
Federica Mogherini: http://kvisit.com/SktLDAw 
Euro-06.15: http://kvisit.com/S7vPOAw 
Cornelia UZH: http://kvisit.com/Swb_RAw 
Curriculum Vitae: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ 
Davos Appeal: http://kvisit.com/S5MDVAg 
Foto, 2011: http://kvisit.com/SgOnAAQ 
L-M-Prize: http://kvisit.com/SqNzUAQ 
Relevant works: http://kvisit.com/SidnFAw   
To PM Netan: http://kvisit.com/SjZ30Ag 
Regional Appeal: http://kvisit.com/S_OLaAw 
UNESCO Executive Board: http://kvisit.com/S1sOjAw 
WRC-Sci: http://kvisit.com/S3tuWAw 
Zurich-Hague: http://kvisit.com/S_pDSAw 
UPS invoice: http://kvisit.com/St8TWAw 
Abbas: http://kvisit.com/SzqfRAw 
Appeal for support: http://kvisit.com/ShNnDAg 
John Kerry: http://kvisit.com/Sk5j2Ag 
Mayor of Zurich: http://kvisit.com/SvfbRAw 
UNESCO Appeal: http://kvisit.com/SzbfPAQ 
Program for NMPG: http://kvisit.com/SjfvQAw 
New Ukraine: http://kvisit.com/S0onRAw 
Academy-5.06.17: http://kvisit.com/Sg_D0Aw  
Academil-03.19: http://kvisit.com/SuI_3Aw  
Stockholm University, 22.06.17: http://kvisit.com/Swfj0Aw 
Sweden Government, 23.06.17: http://kvisit.com/Ss_n0Aw 
Sweden Left: http://kvisit.com/S0Pn0Aw 
Palme Center: http://kvisit.com/S2Pn0Aw 
Amnesty International (18.09.17):  http://kvisit.com/Sp5T1Aw 
Institute of International Relations, Geneva: http://kvisit.com/Szpf1Aw
Swedish Migration Court: http://kvisit.com/Sz5f1Aw  
Europarliament, 4.09.17: http://kvisit.com/S_pD1Aw  

http://kvisit.com/Sz5f1Aw
http://kvisit.com/Sz5f1Aw
http://kvisit.com/Szpf1Aw
http://kvisit.com/S7pn0Aw
http://kvisit.com/Swfj0Aw
http://kvisit.com/Swfj0Aw
http://kvisit.com/Swfj0Aw
http://kvisit.com/Swfj0Aw
http://kvisit.com/Sg_D0Aw
http://kvisit.com/Sg_D0Aw
http://kvisit.com/S0onRAw
http://kvisit.com/SjfvQAw
http://kvisit.com/SzbfPAQ
http://kvisit.com/SvfbRAw
http://kvisit.com/Sk5j2Ag
http://kvisit.com/ShNnDAg
http://kvisit.com/SzqfRAw
http://kvisit.com/St8TWAw
http://kvisit.com/S_pDSAw
http://kvisit.com/S3tuWAw
http://kvisit.com/S1sOjAw
http://kvisit.com/S_OLaAw
http://kvisit.com/SjZ30Ag
http://kvisit.com/SidnFrAw
http://kvisit.com/SqNzUAQ
http://kvisit.com/SgOnAAQ
http://kvisit.com/S5MDVAg
http://kvisit.com/SlZhRAQ
http://kvisit.com/Swb_RAw
http://kvisit.com/S7vPOAw
http://kvisit.com/SktLDAw
http://kvisit.com/S2M3SAw
http://kvisit.com/SlffAAQ
http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw
http://kvisit.com/Swq3zAw
http://kvisit.com/SiuDbAw
http://kvisit.com/S0afEAw
http://kvisit.com/ShvTNAw
http://kvisit.com/ShvTNAw
http://kvisit.com/S0eLWAw
http://kvisit.com/Sk5j2Ag
http://kvisit.com/SzqfRAw
http://kvisit.com/StpyWAw
http://kvisit.com/StobbAw
http://kvisit.com/SjZ30Ag
http://kvisit.com/S-6WpAw
http://kvisit.com/S-6WpAw
http://kvisit.com/SvtfGAw
http://kvisit.com/Sv-zhAQ
http://kvisit.com/StuDXAw
http://kvisit.com/SmdzLAg
http://kvisit.com/ShvTNAw
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UN letter: http://kvisit.com/SiuDbAw  
NMPG Program: http://kvisit.com/SjfvQAw  
Letter from Sweden, 6.11.2017: : http://kvisit.com/S9aH1Aw   
https://www.youtube.com/?hl=ru&gl=RU 
To Duma and Rada, 15.12.2017: http://kvisit.com/Staz1Aw   
Knesset-01.18: http://kvisit.com/S8LH1Aw   
Munich SecConf 2018: http://kvisit.com/Sxrr1Aw   
Europarl-03.18: http://kvisit.com/SlsL1Aw
Tillerson-03.18: http://kvisit.com/S9sT1Aw
H-bank provocation, 24.04.18:  http://kvisit.com/Sjcz1Aw
UN Sec, Council, 2.06.18:  http://kvisit.com/S9tX1Aw
PM-18.06.18: http://kvisit.com/Svtn1Aw 
Court-doc-8.07.18-En: http://kvisit.com/Smd71Aw 
Court-doc-8.07.18-He: http://kvisit.com/Sm971Aw 
UN Security 08.18: http://kvisit.com/S4uT1Aw  
Merkel-11.18: https://kvisit.com/Sy4L2Aw 
Mogherini-11.18: https://kvisit.com/S-4L2Aw 
Gosduma-6.12.18: https://kvisit.com/St4r2Aw  
Fourth International-12.18: https://kvisit.com/Sn4_2Aw  
Knesset-23.12.18:  https://kvisit.com/SlJD2Aw  
ISC-11.01.19:  https://kvisit.com/S1pX2Aw  
Klychkov-2019: https://kvisit.com/S-KT2Aw  
UNESCO-6.10.19: https://kvisit.com/SuY_3Aw  
Peter Norman, 15.10.19: https://kvisit.com/SxZb3Aw 
PM Downing, 19.11.2019: https://kvisit.com/S55z3Aw 
EU Commission, 5.12.2019:  https://kvisit.com/SyaH3Aw
BITP-17.01.20: https://kvisit.com/Sr6z3Aw 
Rinat Akhmetov, 8.03.20: https://kvisit.com/S1bz3Aw 
ICTP2020: https://kvisit.com/S0r33Aw 
Covid-19 Countdown, 31.03.2020:  https://kvisit.com/S-sH3Aw
Academil-30.04.20:  http://kvisit.com/S-8f3Aw 

My documents online:
Autobiography: http://kvisit.com/SlffAAQ 
Foto 2011: http://kvisit.com/SgOnAAQ 
my photo, 04.15: http://kvisit.com/S_PjMAw
my photo, June 2016: http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw
UPS invoice: http://kvisit.com/St8TWAw 
Bio-doc-1: http://kvisit.com/Svdn1Aw
Academil-30.04.20:  http://kvisit.com/S-8f3Aw 
SovFed-5.05.20: http://kvisit.com/SiMn3Aw 
PM-13.05.20:  http://kvisit.com/Su8r3Aw 
UN crisis, 29.05.20:  http://kvisit.com/S8sz3Aw 
Ze-5.06.20:  http://kvisit.com/S_c33Aw 
UNESCO-29.06.20:  http://kvisit.com/SudP3Aw 
PM-17.06.20:  http://kvisit.com/Sy9T3Aw 
Knesset-17.07.20:  http://kvisit.com/SnNb3Aw 
UN-23.07.20:  http://kvisit.com/S7Nb3Aw 
Belorus, 15,08.2020:  http://kvisit.com/Sh9v3Aw 
SovFed RF 6.09.2020: http://kvisit.com/SneD3Aw 
On the risk of a world war, 26.10.2020: https://kvisit.com/SvOv3Aw 
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